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The company and product offering
LectorSA is a South African-based company which developed the Lab-on-line reading solution based
on more than 30 years of research and development. We produced our first computerized reading
intervention software during 1992 and ever since we remained at the forefront with our research
and development of timeous solutions to the marketplace.
Lector® is different from traditional reading intervention as it:





Equips students with effective reading skills and strategies to bypass limitations
produced by traditional and conventional methods of reading
Is focused on individuals and groups. The built-in interphase positions the LAB solution
for mass consumer uptake
Is in line with international research
Is monitored on-line by Reading Specialists

The Lab-on-line Solution is CLOUD-based and as a result can be applied in most on-line
environments. Users can log-on anytime, anywhere and continue with reading skills development on
PC, laptop, tablet, and smartphones. Lab-on-Line is maximised for GOOGLE Chrome, and proven to
raise reading levels, increase cognition, improve IQ, and develop better language skills and learning
abilities for its users within 20 lessons.
LAB-ON-LINE began as a quest to understand and enhance the measurable aspects of interaction
between the eyes and the brain. By exercising the eyes and training the brain we can increase the
activity in the brain, which plays a central role in mental health and ability. LAB-on-line bridges the
GAP between the student and the curriculum.
LAB-ON-LINE develops:








Visual Skills
Perceptual Skills
Vocabulary
Language
Comprehension Skills
Reading Strategies
Study

Training and increasing eye-brain performance produces healthier, stronger minds… LAB increases
neuro-plasticity.

The Challenge
Governments across the world are spending billions on improving curricula and to create cutting
edge environments in an effort to improve academic achievement, nevertheless students are still
struggling to keep up with their studies. There is a gap that is getting bigger each year, between
students and the information they have to study.
Illiteracy is one of the leading causes of delinquency, poverty, frustration and depression which lead
to a loss in productivity and general reduction in lifestyles and wellness amongst people in all global
communities. The current economic situation has made this phenomenon even worse.
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High-performance environments (work, learning and sport) are here to stay and people require
effective solutions which will give them the opportunity to overcome in life and to contribute by
creating a healthy society.
These statements confirm that the need to accurately bridge this gap with effective, targeted
intervention is not merely an option, but becoming essential.

2014 overall results with LAB

We have successfully improved visual and reading skills with Lab-on-line since 2011. Lab has assisted
more than 26 000 users, from Grade 1 to adults in management positions, to read faster, read better
and remember more!
We have developed a proven, user-friendly, efficient intervention system that is workable in today’s
fast growing internet environment.
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Importance of Reading Skills Development
Poor matriculation results are in part due to the low levels of students’ reading skills. University
students – even those enrolled for the languages and the arts – are not proficient in reading, in terms
of international standards.
Reading is part of nation building:
Reading promotes confidence as an individual in a modern society, and as a member
of a national and world community.
Reading enables us to act creatively and critically in a world which is ever-changing
and competitive.
Reading provides rapid, ready access to new information and knowledge that will
help us in life-long learning.
While most reading strategies focus largely on primary school learners, we should also recognise that
learning – especially the development of reading skills – is a life-long practice that continues into
high school and beyond.
Reading development is not completed at the end of Primary School years. Even up to the end of the
final year of schooling training in reading skills is important in developing full potential of learners.
In fact, reading skills are never completely perfected; even into college and adult life one is still
developing advanced reading skills. The development of more advanced comprehension skills, the
attainment of study skills, an increase in reading rate, and the achievement of flexibility in reading for
different purposes are the responsibility of secondary schools. It is at this point, when longer periods
of concentrated reading are required, that many children begin to fail in reading!
Reading is, without doubt, the most important linguistic skill that needs to be developed in young
children. Reading serves as a building block upon which all other learning takes place. Reading can
also be fun. By developing a love for reading in young children, we will be giving them one of the
greatest gifts of life, namely, life-long learning.
Lab-on-line has taken all these factors into consideration and is cutting edge technology developed
with practical use and scientific research; used for a reading recovery and reading skills development
program; with minimum input of resources to have maximum output of skills development.

Results with LAB-ON-LINE
LAB-ON-LINE launched in 2011 and has a proven track record of effective intervention and
development of this crucial skill.
Currently the product is used in Tertiary, Secondary and Primary Schools as well as adults with good
results in perceptual, visual efficiency, reading fluency, sight vocabulary, language and
comprehension skills development, carried over in academic outcomes. LAB-ON-LINE takes all the
different factors involved in reading into consideration and packages this together with individually
focused algorithms to ensure the best improvement for each user.

Stellenbosch University
Results from two of the groups participating in the LAB project at Stellenbosch University:
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Stellenbosch University
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What do the students say?
“After completing the first three lessons, I honestly could not understand how the Lab-on-line
programme was going to assist me in improving my reading speed and comprehension. I thought it
was a waste of my time but after completing my 12th lesson, the impact of the programme on my
reading speed started to show. I am able to read faster and get a better understanding of everything I
read.”

“Thank you very much for this opportunity. My reading ability has improved tremendously. I
appreciate the work that you do. The reading program is the very best opportunity I ever had in my
entire life because it has played a huge role on improving my reading speed, memory, vocabulary and
the ability to read and understand a given text (from 50% to 100%). “

“My experience with the Reading Lab was truly fun and fruitful. The uniqueness of its fun and
effective structure is what has made it less difficult to progress in. Even though it becomes harder as it
nears the end of the 20 lesson program, by the time you get to the end you effortlessly read faster
and comprehend better if much effort was put into it initially.”

“The Reading Lab really helped me improve my reading pace. I was able to read faster as well as
comprehend what I was reading. It allowed me to improve my memory skills and to stay alert. I would
really recommend it to anyone who wants to improve not only their reading pace but also their ability
to comprehend what they are reading.”
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UNISA
Results from two of the participating groups at UNISA (Main Campus):
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University of the Free State (QWA-QWA Campus)
The table shows the results of the pilot study (2011) after 8 weeks on the intervention programme:

Initial evaluation

Final evaluation

Improvement

Words per minute

136.7

207.2

70.5

Memory %

18.7

96

77.3

Comprehension%

43.9

90.6

46.7

Grade level

2.9

8.7

5.8
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Following the results of the pilot study a full scale investigation was conducted during 2012. The
research commenced during the second semester and once again the students only attended 8
sessions on the LectorSA lab-on-line reading solution reading intervention programme. The following
result were obtained:
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If this was the improvement which is offered by LAB-on-line intervention after only 8 sessions on the
solution, imagine what the results will be after 20 session.
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University of Pretoria – JrTukkie Program
JrTukkie program was an initiative by University Pretoria to prepare Grade 11 (form 5) and Grade 12
(form 6) students in South Africa for University. It addresses the issue of inadequate reading and
learning ability in English as their second language which has been a critical problem in the education
system.

Participants in Grade 11 ESL completed course on Grade 10 level.
Duration of project: 9 months.

Group

Pre-evaluation

Post evaluation

wpm

%

Grade

wpm

%

Grade

2008

74

149

69%

3

273

80%

12

2009

99

120

70%

2

375

80%

13

2010

160

165

68%

4
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2011

181

145

59%

2
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70%

13

2012

164
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67%

2
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69%

13
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73%

3
1
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71%
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Berjaya Group Project
Educare Center, Klang, Malaysia
This centre is set up to provide educational aid for children from the marginalized community within
the Port Klang area. Most of these children, aged 9 - 16 years old have very poor reading and learning
abilities, low self-confidence and under-developed communication skills due to the lack in early
year’s education.
Besides witnessing an improvement in confidence with the English language, the volunteers in the
centre also noticed improvement in confidence of learners. They were more ready to speak up
during other classes and were responding quicker and ‘sharper’ after a few sessions of LECTOR.
This 24 sessions Pilot Project started on the 24th October 2010 and completed on the 27th Feb 2011
with very encouraging results. 100% of the learners improved and are now gaining back the years
missed out in their reading development, of which 70% of the learners are now reading at a level
above the International Reading Standards according to their age and grade.
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Rustenburg High School
Rustenburg High School is a current user of our solutions. Me L Meyer used our intervention program
to develop reading skills with 133 learners who were identified as distinction candidates. The
following results were returned after 10 months:
Pre % 48

Post % 78
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Comprehension increase from 48% to 78% on average

Pre Academic 74%

Post Academic 81%
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Post Academic 81%
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Average academic results increased from 74% to 81%
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LAB at Primary Schools
We have reports from current users that their ANAS evaluations improved since they started using
LAB-ON-LINE. LAB is developed for beginning readers with an optional workbook from Grade 1,
adjusted within the 20 lesson course to assist the student to be ready for the next year of academic
pursuits.

Grade 2 Learners
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Grade 4 Learners
Grade 4 Western Cape
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Letter of Recommendation – Malaysia CSR Project with BERJAYA
Group
From: Siva Saga
Date: Tue, May 10, 2011 at 10:09 AM
Subject: Evaluation of LECTOR program
Dear Sister Terese,
I had the opportunity of seeing Dominic conduct one of the LECTOR program
classes at Educare in Port Klang. There were six educare children in the class between the ages of 11yrs- 16yrs.
The following is a brief summary and comments of my observations:
1. The students were completely immersed in their task.
2. The skills being imparted was very methodical and graded.
3. The children were learning and using new vocabulary spontaneously.
4. Almost all of them were able to complete their task with excellent scores.
Comments:
The LECTOR program attempts to teach the VERY USEFUL skill of READING and COMPREHENSION in a very
student oriented manner. I find that the students are made to use their existing vocabulary, while new
vocabulary is also introduced. In my opinion the 3 CORE elements of purposeful reading i.e. KNOWLEDGE,
COMPREHENSION and APPLICATION of KNOWLEDGE is actively applied and addressed in this program.
With these 3 core elements well in place, WRITING becomes a breeze for the students. Communication, one of
the main purposes of language learning becomes easy for the children.
WHY the LECTOR program is crucial for Educare children:
As we all know, Educare children come from very impoverished nutritional, social, emotional and educational
background. It is the impoverished Educational background of these children that the LECTOR program
addresses head on.
By giving them these crucial skills of reading, comprehension and writing we are basically providing them with a
lifeline to educational opportunity and achievement. I strongly believe that the continuance of the LECTOR
program will surely immensely benefit Educare children.
Dr, Sivashanmuganathan. S; ( Volunteer Doctor Educare )
Dip Ed, B.Sc (Eco & Environ), L.L.B; M.B.,B.S. LFOM (Ireland); Dip Cli Hypno, Prac Dip Cli Hypno (LCCH); Dip Derm
(AFPM) FBSCH (U.K.)
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THE VISION
LectorSA believe LAB can change the face of education across the globe, as it is
aligned with 21st century education pursuits, and gives measurable improvement
which impacts all aspects of learning. Our vision is to have LAB available for EVERY
student in all nations, in order to support, improve and develop their reading and
comprehension skills, to increase neuroplasticity and enhance creative thinking
patterns to develop new knowledge for better solutions.
Today our world needs bigger ideas and our world needs to bring the bigger ideas
together faster. It’s not about how smart an individual person is but it’s how smart we
collectively are to move our societies and nations forward. We believe LAB is one of
the tools that can make a difference for future generations, by building a desirable
future through better education.

Contact us for your reading solution at info@ectorsa.com

You can also visit the following webpages for more information:
www.lectorsa.com
www.lab-on-line.com
www.ecoltech.co.za
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q4tU5lWfCEU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gpUy9KQV5Zk
Follow us on Facebook at LectorSA
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